Six years has elapsed since I attended the last American Golf Course Superintendent’s Conference and on a cold damp morning I set forth from Heathrow, with a party bound for Phoenix, Arizona, for the 58th Annual Conference.

Phoenix is a fairly modern city, literally cut out of the Arizona desert in the 1920’s and covers some 476 square miles of arid land on which over one million people. This well organised conference was held at the magnificent Phoenix Civic Plaza which offered every possible facility and from the opening reception on the Friday to the close on the following Monday we were kept busy with a continuous choice of lectures covering every conceivable subject connected with golf course construction and management. The exhibition was held in the main hall on the Saturday and Sunday and attracted large enthusiastic crowds.

Many of the lectures were given by staff from the various universities and polytechnic colleges which were well presented and made one realise how much research work is carried on by these academic institutions and also how much money is being made available for turf research purposes.

At the international session a number of speakers from as far afield as Japan and Sweden impressed us with some interesting facts of the enormous potential for golf in these countries. Rolf Loewgren of the Swedish Golf Federation, for example, claimed that they could not build golf courses fast enough in Scandinavia to meet the enormous public demand.

Jack McMillan, the Head Greenkeeper, from Sunningdale Golf Club, and Bigga Vice Chairman, gave an interesting talk, giving details of how he maintained his Surrey heathland course. He went on to give a short history of the role of the British Greenkeeper and he welcomed the amalgamation of the three old greenkeeper associations in the UK to form the new Bigga, which he felt was a step in the right direction. He thought that the new association would be accepted by the many greenkeepers who told us how they overseeded their greens and fairways with grass seed. I was particularly interested in his traditional style.
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